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Abstract

performance [4, 60]. Dynamic language features and typing discipline benefits expressiveness and productivity of
HoL, but these leads leak to embrace some of the fundamental software engineering and modularity concepts- aspectorientation [46] and step-wise refinement [28], which relies
on quantification from languages with mostly static features
and typing like Java [24].

Higher-Order Languages (HoL) plays a key role in implementing modern software systems by treating program as a
data. Dynamic language features and typing discipline benefits expressiveness and productivity of HoL, but these leads
leak to embrace some of the fundamental software engineering and modularity concepts- aspect-orientation and stepwise refinement, which relies on quantification from static
language features and typing. In this paper, we present Function Refinement (FR), a dynamically quantified AOP model
for supporting fine-grained refinement over higher-order
functions and aspects. FR model sequential compositionality
of functions as a class, comprised with function list and set
of methods to extends, inherit and mutates its functional elements to refine a function, just like how we refining classes.
As a result, FR supports to perform arbitrary additive and
shrinking types of higher-order aspect refinement over dynamic join point at runtime. The major design component
of FR is comprised of recursive definition of a functional
class to support the basis of refinement, and indirect, encapsulated mutation as a mechanism of refinement, and lastly,
functional hierarchies to support inheritance for reuse and
localization of cross-cutting concerns. In order to clearly
draw correspondence and benefit of FR, compare to traditional AOP techniques, we provide operational semantics
and running implementation of FR in JavaScript programming language.

1.1

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → Language features; Software development techniques; Object oriented languages;
Keywords function refinement, aspect-oriented programming, step-wise refinement, higher-order programming, objectoriented programming
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Background

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [46] is profound modularity technique [25], applied from enterprise applications [32,
47] to adaptive softwares [35, 41, 69], for reuse and localization of cross-cutting concerns that are scattered and tangled
across the program. For AOP in HoL, Tucker et al. [64] proposes a Higher-Order Aspect (HoA), which provides functional pointcut and advice by means of function composition. Apel et al. [23] proposes Aspect Refinement (AR) to
enable extensible reuse of aspect in Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) languages by inheriting and refining of
pointcut and advice just like how we refine classes. However
each proposition has own limitation, as HoA is not refinable
while AR does not supports fine-grained functional aspects.
For HoA, Toledo et al. [63] proposed AspectScript, an aspect realized in higher-order functions of JavaScript. AspectScript allows aspects can be defined as normal functions,
for higher-order reuse and composition.
Batroy et al. [27] introduced the notion of Step-Wise Refinement (SWR) based algebraic model, where a development
of the complex program is made of an incremental composition of simple programs. AR [23], which extends SWR,
enable to incrementally develop pointcut and advice from
series of refinement. When both HoA and AR combine, it
is promising to deliberate AOP values into HoL. However,
both HoA and AR are studied independently, does not adequately addressed when it combines as a whole, to support
higher-order aspect refinement.
When discussing HoA and AR in a single language, due to
inherent properties of HoL, several challenges are made. For
productivity, HoL constructs dynamic behavior in runtime
via composition of functions, which inherently limit the
decomposability and refinability of definitions of individual
aspects. For performance, as some of HoL are so-called script
languages, have no intermediate representation, interpreted
or directly compiled, which make difficult to manipulate
program in build time using compiler extensions, like AOP
and AR in static first-order languages [23, 45, 61]. Lastly,

Introduction

Higher-Order Languages (HoL) like JavaScript [1] or Python [3]
play a key role in implementing modern software systems
by treating program as a data [26]. HoLs has become a practical programming languages to engineering modern web,
mobile or cyber-physical software systems [16, 38, 52, 54],
from its practical benefit of productivity [55], and decent
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Table 1. Contributions of function refinement.
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O
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Implementation
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Mechanism
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• Analysis. We provide an analysis of current static firstorder and dynamic higher-order languages to find where
refinement of higher-order functions and aspects can
support scalable aspect modularity for dynamic software
written in HoL.

many script languages are developed with standards in order
to maintain interoperability to a runtime environment [37],
like JavaScript, that enforces program is written strictly with
no custom extension to ensure compatibility of many web
browsers. This makes harder to extend syntax and semantics
of languages while conforming standards.
1.2

• Model. We provide a refinement model and operational
semantics for higher-order functions and aspects by applying step-wise refinement over function composition,
based on proposed mechanisms on extending inheriting,
exporting and mutating functional class.

Refinable, Higher-Order Functions and Aspects

In summary, the composition of HoA is powerful, but it leaks
to support refinement after compositions are tied. In the
same line, SWR is effective but it is less promising to support
refinement in the level of fine-grained function. On top of
that, for regarding implementation, techniques proposed for
HoA [63] and AR [23] require either program transformation
or compiler extension, which less feasible in a case of using
HoL for programs in variant runtime environments, such as
web browser or commodity Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
In this paper, we present Function Refinement (FR), an
AOP model that supports SWR over a composition of higherorder function and aspects to adequately integrate both AOP
and SWR within plain language features of FP and OOP.
Sec. 2 introduce background and problem definition of current AOP and SWR. Sec. 3 elaborate fn actual use of AOP
with FR regarding construction, composition, refinement,
and deployment of higher-order functional pointcut and advice. Sec. 4 shows implemtation and operational semantics of
FR. Specifically, we deliver how FR model sequential compositionality of functions as classes, comprised with function
list and set of methods1 to extends, inherit and mutates its
functional elements to refine a function, just like how we
refining classes. Sec. 5 compare enablements of FR, dynamic
additive and shrinking types of higher-order aspect refinement regarding existing AOP techniques. Sec. 6 concludes
paper with discussions and future work.
Contributions
1A

• Implementation. We provide a design and publically
available implementation [13] for higher-order aspects
that support dynamic additive and shrinking refinement
with vanilla language features.

2

Background and Problem Definition

In this section, we introduce static first-order aspects in AspectJ [45] and dynamic HoA in AspectScript [63]. In order
to support higher-order aspect refinement, we discuss and
exploit the contributions and limitations of previous research
on HoA and AR, and define problems which FR tries to address as depicted in Table 1.
2.1
2.1.1

Higher-Order Aspect Composition
First-Order to Higher-Order Aspects

One of profound implementation of AOP in static first-order
languages is AspectJ [45]. Starting from its prototype implementation [46], AOP has largely been substantiated with
FP [22, 34, 36, 50, 66, 67]. Specifically, the concept of HoA by
Tucker et al. [64] and AspectScript [63] by Toledo et al. showing how pointcut and advice are implemented in HoL, using
higher-order functions by leveraging function composition
to weave and deploy them. However as an inherent limitation of function composition, SWR of higher-order pointcut
and advice are difficult to implement since compositional
order and contents of functions are fixed, and are does not
modifiable.

We summarize our contributions:

full list of refinement methods are available in Appendix B
2
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artifacts (classes / functions)

Higher-Order Aspects in AspectScript

a1

HoA [64] like AspectScript [63] differs from static first-order
AOP languages like AspectJ by using a standard function to
defines advice and pointcut. By using bringing aspects to
first-class language primitives, AspectScript provides rich dynamic AOP features including, dynamic aspect deployment,
aspect propagation, and custom join point with user-defined
event [58].

a2

a3

r1
layers

r2
r3

Figure 1. Step-wise refinements of classes and functions
var pc = PCs.exec(sockReceiveHandler).and(PCs.cflow(PCs.exec
(socket)));
var adv = (jp) => {
if (!checkDataFmt(jp.args[0])) { return 'error' }
else { return jp.args[0]; } }
AS.after(pc, adv);

2.2
2.2.1

Step-Wise Aspect Refinement
Aspect Composition to Refinement.

SWR is an engineering method to develop software by incrementally adding small features [68], Batroy et al. [27] proposes a notion of program representation as a hierarchical
algebraic structure, to scalably refining them with sophisticated language extension or tooling. Since SWR promotes
software engineering at scale, applying SWR for AOP are natural approaches [23, 49, 51]. AR frames advice and pointcut
as typical class members and implements their refinement
using mixin-based inheritance [30].
AR benefits pointcut and advice to be tolerant of future
changes, however current AR have not much discussed in
the context of HoA and HoL. Moreover, current AR only
support additive refinement, that additively extends pointcut
and advice definition inherited from parent. As we discussed
in HoA, it is reasonable to support shrinking refinement [61],
over AR that mutates composed pointcut and advice definition to fully adequate for bringing software engineering
methods to HoL [21, 44, 57].

The above code depicts simple argument checking in AspectScript when function sockReceiveHandler is invoked
from the socket. As described above, set of pointcut exec
and cflow is stored in PCs, and used to define pointcut conditional for advice adv, which composed via AS.after with
pc for sockReceiveHandler.
In AspectScript, for regarding additive refinement of aspects, extending existing pointcut and advice are simple with
functional composition:
var pc = PCs.exec(sockReceiveHandler).and(PCs.cflow(PCs.exec
(socket)));
var pc_ext = pc.and(negationChecker);
var adv_ext = socketValidatorFn(adv);
AS.after(pc_ext, adv_ext);

However, such composed functions are difficult to update
and modify limits to support shrinking refinement, by supporting not just extending, but mutating, deleting some of the
composed functions. Consider of cflow pointcut refinement.
As above example showscflow pointcut pc is composed with
execution of sockReceiveHandler. The reusing of pc is difficult without rewriting the whole pointcut definition. For
advice refinement, consider a case where we want to change
the behavior of adv_ext which is composed of multiple advice functions. In the same line of pointcut refinement, by
modifying a portion of advice will introduce the rewriting
of the whole definition.

2.2.2

Leaking Support for Shrinking Refinement

SWR is mostly studied in the context of OOP, where refinement corresponds to implementing features by means
of adding or modifying methods and data from the object.
Fig. 1 illustrate SWR, a column a 1 , a 2 represents individual classes where refinement layers r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 crosscuts
that column horizontally. AR applied the notion of SWR
for aspects, where pointcut and advice have a name, to be
called and applied refinement later. As in code shown below,
AR designates ValidatePC as a pointcut and CheckerAdv
as a advice. AR reuses parent pointcut definition for inherited pointcut when it extended. For example, as below code
shows, AR adds cflow(File) as another valid initiation
points. In the same sense, advice refinement are similar to
use of super, by additively extending advice with custom pre
and postprocessing (lock and unlock), as a around advice
for CheckerAdv.

2.1.3

Leaking Support for Functional Aspect
Refinement
As the ability to SWR is an essential method to managing
software variation [21], however current HoA techniques
are difficult to implement refinement from a complex core
since such refinement involves modification and removal.
For advanced reuse, HoA demand not just support the extension of aspects, but the support of update and deletion to
refining and reusing aspects from a compound basis similar
to product line derivation [21, 61].

2.3

Runtime Dependency

In static first-order AOP languages like AspectJ, implements
the syntax and operational mechanism of AOP by extending compiler functionality. In dynamic higher-order AOP
3
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aspect DataFmtChecker {
pointcut ValidatePC (String data): target(data) && call(
String SockHandler.receive()) && cflow(Socket)
String after CheckerAdv (SocketHandler) : receive(data) {
if (checkDataFmt(data)) { return 'error'; } else {
return data; }
} }

Concurrency Aspects

Queue

ReqSync

SyncCntAdv

#enqueue

Event

SyncSktAdv

#publish
refines aspect DataFmtChecker {
pointcut validatePC(): super.syncPC() || cflow(File)
Object SocketHandler() {
lock(); Object res = super.DataFmtChecker(); unlock();
return res;
} }

#receive

Socket

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

2.3.1 Leaking Support for Vanilla Implementation
Current AOP and AR implementations depended on build
time preprocessing which difficult to support dynamic refinement over runtime constructed join point. Runtime-based
Higher-Order AOP like FR and other described in Sec. 5 has
advantages to handle runtime dynamics. However, most of
runtime AOP are based on a primitive mechanism of function
composition, which inherently not refinable.
Towards Higher-Order Aspect Refinement

In this section, we have discussed the contributions and subsequent shortcomings of current HoA and AR languages,
and their implementations. That is, (1) leaking support for
dynamic, and shrinking refinement, (2) leaking support for
functional aspect refinement, (3) leaking support for vanilla
runtime implementation. In order to fully tackle proposed
problems, we propose FR, as an AOP model and implementation that support for vanilla, dynamic, shrinking refinement
for higher-order aspects without build-time dependencies.

3

aspect refinement

aspect composition

Figure 2. Diagram of aspect refinement.

languages like AspectScript, and AOJS [67] implements aspects with program transformation which normally involves
wrapping function with aspect-related codes. However, both
approaches limit to support dynamic refinement over dynamic join point, due to the weaving phase are bounded in
static build time.

2.4

cflow

Function Refinement in a Nutshell

In the previous section, we have discussed existing language
approaches to AOP and SWR. We elaborated static first-order
languages support AR, however, does support HoA, and dynamic higher-order languages support HoA, but difficult to
support AR. In addition, both approaches limit to support dynamic refinement over dynamic join point due to build time
dependencies. To address these problems, We propose Function Refinement (FR) as a novel AOP model and technique to
support HoA with dynamic refinement.

// class declaration
var Queue = {
conn: // ..
enqueue : (e) => { this.conn.push(e); } };
var Event = {
subscriber = // [..]
send: // ..
publish: (data) => { this.send(data) } };
var Socket = {
receive: () => {
var queue = new Queue();
var event = new Event(); } };
// aspect definition
var ReqSync = new RF().add(lock).add(unlock);
ReqSyncAfter = ReqSync.new().lock.asAfter();
// aspect composition
ReqSyncAfter.compose(Queue.enqueue);
ReqSyncAfter.compose(Event.publish);
// aspect refinement
var receive = Socket.receive;
SyncCntAdv = ReqSync.new()
.lock.after(() => { this.count++; }, 'count');
receive = SyncCntAdv.lock.after(receive);
SyncSktAdv = ReqSync.new()
.lock.before(cflow('Socket'));
receive = SyncSktAdv.lock.after(receive);
// aspect deployment
RF.utils.deploy('receive*', Socket, ReqSyncAfter);

Figure 3. Example of aspect extension, inheritance, and deployment in FR.

To elaborate the concepts of FR, we use the concurrency
synchronization problem of AR in [23] to addressing how
additive refinement of HoA are made. In the latter part, we
4
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method with receive join point construct SyncReceive,
which is function that Socket.receive is composed between lock and unlock. Similarily, by predefining advice
with asAfter(), the extension is done by compose method
call.

extend this example to elaborate how shrinking refinement
of HoA are made for dynamically constructed join point.
3.1

Additive Refinement of Functions

For additive refinement of functions, We show an example
of inheriting and extending advice and pointcut using concurrency control of Queue and Event as illustrated Fig. 2.
The corresponding code of refinement is depicted in Fig. 3
including construction, refinement, and deployment of aspect:

ReqSyncAdv.lock.after(Socket.receive);
var ReqSyncAdvAfter = ReqSyncAdv.asAfter();
ReqSyncAdvAfter.compose(Socket.receive)

• Refinement Target. A class Queue and Event are introduced, which contains enqueue method to put items, and
publish method to sending message to clients (Line 213). Both method call is synchrnozed via ReqSync aspect
that exported with after advice type: ReqSyncAfter (Line
16-21).
• Refinement Subject. A class Socket is introduced, that
uses both Queue and Event class (Line 9-13), to initiate
enqueue or dequeue method call in receive method. For
advice refinement, SyncCntAdv and SyncSktAdv is inherited from ReqSync advice and composed to Socket.receive.
In SyncCntAdv, additional for synchronization counting
aspect is composed (line 25-27). At SyncSktAdv, cflow
pointcut is composed by synchronizing call of enqueue
or dequeue method call from Socket.receive (Line 2931). Lastly, SyncCntAdv is deployed into all methods of
Socket (Line 34).
We have briefly shown how shrinking and additive refinement is made over higher-order functions and aspects. In
the following part, we elaborate on each concept of function extension, inheritance, exportation, and mutation to
show how dynamic aspect refinement can be expressed and
implemented by using OOP and FP features.
3.1.1

Coarse-grained, class-level advice composition is made by
defining advice type, with asAfter call in function exportation methods. The exported function ReqSyncAfter us
delopyed to class with deploy method in RF utility. The
deploy methods allows to compose ReqSyncAfter into every method in Socket when a method name is matched in
the pattern. In this case, all method prefixed in receive will
be affected.
ReqSyncAfter = ReqSync.new().lock.asAfter();
RF.utils.deploy('receive*'. Socket, ReqSyncAfter)

Composition and Refinement of Functional Pointcut.
Similar to advice, the functional pointcut is composable as a
predicate function to determine to proceed or not to invoke
advice. Like advice, pointcut in FR is a standard function,
except pointcut must throw an error when the predicate is
evaluated as false. Below code displays abstract version of
cflow pointcut for FR. Similar to AspectScript, pointcut returns predicate function for evaluation after binding pattern.
function cflow (pattern) {
return () => {
if (getLeastCall(new Error().stack()) == pattern) {
return new Error('cflow error');
} } }

Higher-Order Function Extension

Function extension corresponds to pointcut and advice refinement in [23] by extending or definition of aspect. However, the difference is function extension supporting higherorder functions and aspects and offer incremental refinements for aspects, instead of overriding and defining aspect
from scratch.

As an example of pointcut refinement, consider a SocketPC
aspect that contains cflow pointcut for Socket. SocketPC
is inherited into child pointcut and construct SocketAuthPC
that has additional authenticaton checking, by adding authCheck
poincut. Later, SocketAuthPC pointcut can be refined to update cflow target for Queue, and reusing authCheck.

Construction of Functional Aspects. As Fig. 3 shows,
ReqSyncAdv is introduced, that support synchronization for
enqueue, dequeue of Queue and Socket. ReqSyncAdv is simply constructed by sequentially appending lock and unlock
advice via add methods:

var SocketPC = new RF().add(cflow('Socket'));
var SocketAuthPC = SocketPC.new().add(authCheck);
var AuthPC = SocketPC.new().cflow.update(cflow('Queue'));

For coarse-grained pointcut composition, like advice, pointcut itself can composable with pattern matching. Below code
shows composition of pointcut SocketAuthPC into all methods in Socket.

var ReqSyncAdv = new RF().add(lock).add(unlock);

Composition of Functional Advice. Fine-grained functional advice composition is made by invoking function extension methods from function and pass join point as an
argument. Like below, the invocation of after refinement

RF.utils.deploy('Socket.*', Socket, SocketAuthPC);

5
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Higher-Order Function Inheritance

1
2
3
4
5
6

We discussed function extension and exportation as a mechanism of implementing additive refinement over advice and
pointcut. However, as extension and exportation directly
modifies function, that degrades the reusability of the original definition to creates multiple instances of functions that
differently refined further. A natural mechanism to handle
such variability is inheritance [29] that aims to resuing commonalities, and localizing variabilities, similar motivations
of software product line engineering [21, 57]. Inheritance
of function basically constructs an independent instance of
function to allows reuse of current configuration, while able
to take refinement differently from parent function. 2 As
Fig. 2 shows, function SyncCntAdv and SyncSktAdv is inherited from parent functionReqSync, which is realized in
invocation of new method code in 3.
3.1.3

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Higher-Order Function Exportation

In FR, as advice is normal functions, an advice type needs to
be defined for both fine-grained and coarse-grained composition. With function exportation, the before, after and
around join point mechanism is wrapped with function
and directly composable to functions or classes with unified method call compose. For coarse-grained refinement,
compose invoked remotely by deploy method. An example
of function exportation is realized with asAfter in Fig. 2.
3.2
3.2.1

Queue.on('on', function statHandler (target) {
return (args) => {
if (msg === 'full') {
target['enqueue'].queueSender.delete();
return function (...args) {
let result = target['enqueue'].apply(this,
args);
return result;
} else {
return target['enqueue'].prepend(
queueCrosscutts);
}
if (msg === 'no-subscriber') {
target['publish'].eventEmitter.delete();
return => (...args) {
let result = target['publish'].apply(this,
args);
return result;
} else {
return target['publish'].prepend(eventEmitter);
} } } }) ;

Figure 4. Diagram of dynamic aspect mutation in FR.

statHandler
#queueSender

Shrinking Refinement of Functions

aspect refinement

Queue

Higher-Order Function Mutation

#eventEmitter

In the previous part, we have discussed extension, inheritance, and exportation of function and shows correspondence to AOP and AR. However, in a line with the previous
tehniques [63, 64], currently proposed refinement methods
are good at supporting additive refinement, but limited to
support shrinking refinement by means of update or deletion,
which is the core properties of generative programming such
as software product line [21, 61]. In this part, in a line with
pointcut refinement previously, we elaborate function mutation to show shrinking refinement is made on functional
advice using refinement methods of FR.

#enqueue
aspect composition

cflow

#receive

Socket

Event
#publish

Figure 5. Example of dynamic aspect mutation in FR.

from Typestate-Oriented Programming [19, 62] that is a programming technique that dynamically enables or disable
availability of method respect to the state of that object.
Recall our example that, when the enqueue or publish
methods failed by Queue is full, or no subscriber exists in
Event. For making early failure, we can dynamically add and
remove method enqueue or publish from caller depending
on the state of Queue or Event.
Fig. 6 depicts design of method refinement for Queue and
Event. As event handler statHandler is constructed for
Socket that listen state of Queue and Event. Respect to the
result of state from statHandler, enqueue and publish,
which is cross-cutting concern of receive, is added or removed dynamically.

Refinement of Functional Advice. For shrinking refinement of functional advice, we extend the previous example to make shrinking refinement for a method of Socket,
respect to state of Queue and Event. The example motivated
2 Inheritance

provided in FR is different from function inheritance by Brown
et al. [31], which is a technique to adding extensibility for function composition by supporting modification calledmixin functions. Mixin functions
correspond to aspects and reusable, since functions binding of arguments
until determined before final invocation. However, composed functions are
not refinable, due to the inherent limitation of native composition mechanism. Function inheritance is more generally usable, plain solution for
HoA, while FR is much more flexible, but more ad-hoc by only supporting
consulted types and structure for HoA.
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<R>FAX

<R>FA

G Method

<R[]>L

Function Element Inside <R>

<R>FA

index.js

<R>FAY

<R>FB

<M>GF

G Method
#before
#update
#delete
#after
#around
···

<M>FA
S Mtd.

<R[]>L

List

<R>FAX

<R>FC
#add
#assign
#exec
#prepend
#new
···

store.js

<M>FA

<M>FB
<M>FC

<M>GF

···
refinement flow

<M>…

FAX

···

reference flow

Figure 6. Design and implementation of function refinement.

R ∈ Func
L ∈ List
M ∈ Methods
Rд ∈ Guest
Ln ∈ ListItem

=
=
=
=
=

Addr ,→ (L × M)
(Func × Addr )
Addr ,→ Object
Addr ,→ (Func × Addr )
Addr ,→ (Func × Addr )

Lp ∈ Prec
Ls ∈ Succ
R t ∈ T arдets
Ti ∈ Input
To ∈ Output

=
=
=
=
=

Addr ,→ (Func × Addr )
Addr ,→ (Func × Addr )
Addr ,→ (Func × Addr )
Types
Types

Figure 7. Runtime of function refinement.

Rд < L

Rt ∈ L
Ti (Rд ) ∈ To (Lp )
Ti (Ls ) ∈ To (Rд )
L ′ = L ::: (Rд , R t )
M ′ = M :: (Rд )

Ti (Rд ) ∈ To (Lp )
To (Rд ) ∈ Ti (Ls )
L ′ = L ::: (Rд )
M ′ = M :: (Rд )

E-Extends
< M, L, E[R.add(Rд )] > → < M ′, L ′, E[R ′ ] >
Rt ∈ L

L ′ = L ::: (Rд )

M∗ = M
′

′

< M, L, E[R.R t .asAround()] > → < M, L , E[λ.arдR ] >
Rд < M

E-Mutates
< M, L, E[R.R t .update(Rд )] > → < M, L ′, E[R ′ ] >

E-Exports

E-Inherit
< M, L, E[R.new()] > → < M ∗ , L∗ , E[R ∗ ] >

M ′ = M ::: (Rд )

< M, L, E[R.defineMethod(Rд )] > → < M ′, L, E[R ′ ] >
arдs ∈ Ti (Ln−1 )

arдs ∈ Ti (R)
E-Dispatch

L∗ = L

v = R(arдs)

< M, L, E[R.exec(arдs)] > → < M, L, E[v] >

E-Exec

v = Ln (arдs)

< arдs; while Ln+1 < Nil | L > → < v; skip v >

Exec-Iteration

Figure 8. Operational semantics of function refinement. (::: denotes addition of right function into L. :: denotes dispaching of refinement method of right
function into M ).

As line 4, 9, 12, 17 in Fig. 4 shows, refinement dynamically
deletes or extends enqueue and publish method via delete
and prepend method call on join point respect to the state
variable msg from statHandler.

a functional class to support the basis of refinement, and indirect, encapsulated mutation as a mechanism for refinement,
and lastly, we introduce functional hierarchies to support
function inheritance for aspect reuse and localization.

4

Problems Revisited Recall that we identified the following problems in Sec. 2: (1) leaking support for dynamic, and
shrinking refinement, (2) leaking support for functional aspect refinement, (3) leaking support for vanilla runtime implementation.

Implementation and Analysis

In this section, we discuss how features of FR proposed in
Sec. 3 are corresponds to resolves problems defined in Sec.
2 . We elaborate implementation and semantics on major
design components of FR, including the recursive definition of
7
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function RF (initFn) {
this.store = new Store();
if (initFn) {
if (initFn.data) {
initFn.data.forEach((fn) => {
this.store.list.push(fn);
});
} } }

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Figure 9. Construction of Functional Class.

In the following, we elaborate how these problems are
tackled in FR.
4.1

Dynamic and Shrinking Refinement

We proposed function extension in Sec. 3.1.1 to support dynamic refinement of functional aspects. We have showed
an example using add method, to incrementally composing
count advice after lock and unlock advice into ReqSyncAdv
aspect. Similarily, we demonstrated extension for pointcut
by incrementally composing cflow and custom pointcut
authCheck for constructing SocketAuthPC aspect.
Dynamic and shrinking refinement is supported in a basis
of functional class in FR, which conducted to apply refinement using method to functions stored in the list. At the
implementation perspective, extension, mutation, and inheritance for refining order and body of serialized functions is
substituted for pushing, splitting, and duplicating functions
in the list. For instance, invocation of delete and update
as shown in 4.2 will results removing and replacing corresponding functions in the list. Dynamic refinement and join
point allowed, by only using runtime language features.
4.1.1

26
27
28

RF.prototype.add = function (fn, name) {
var newFn;
if (typeof fn === 'function') {
newFn = {name: fn.name, fn: fn};
} else {
var hardcopiedFn = fn.store.list.slice();
newFn = {name: name, fn: hardcopiedFn};
}
this.store.list.push(newFn);
this[newFn.name] = { name: newFn.name };
var props = Object.keys(RF.prototype);
props.forEach((trait) => {
if (RF.prototype[trait]) {
this[newFn.name][trait] = RF.prototype[trait];
} });
this[newFn.name]['store'] = this['store'];
if (fn instanceof RF) {
var arr = fn.store.list.slice();
var clonedStore = new store(arr);
Object.keys(fn).forEach((subfn) => {
this[newFn.name][subfn] = {};
props.forEach((method) => {
if (RF.prototype[method]) {
this[newFn.name][subfn][method] =
RF.prototype[method].bind({store: clonedStore
});
} }); }); }
return this;
};

Figure 10. Implementation of Function Extension.

and execution, just like functions, while allowing refinability,
just like classes.
Fig. 7 shows runtime of FR, a functional class R is comprised of function list L with set of refinement methods M. A
guest function Rд , is refinement subject to R, and Lp and Ls is
previous and succeeding function of Rд , after Rд is serialized
in L. For function extension, E-Extends in Fig. 8 shows operational semantics of add, that append Rд into L using add
method call in M for R. In order to maintain compositional
safety, much of refinement takes type checking based function subtyping rule [56], which briefly saying, input type of
Rд is supertype (contravariant) to output type of previous
function, Lp , and output type of Rд is subtype (covariant) to
input type of succeding functions Ls 4 .
Implementation. Fig. 9 depicts construction of functional
class in implementation refinable.js [13] 5 . The construction of functional class construct function list Store and

Recursive Definition of Functional Class

Design. As we discussed in Sec. 2, higher-order functions
and their composition is a basis for implementing HoA.In
order to bringing refinement into higher-order function composition, we model the compositionality of functions with
recursive definition of functional class in FR. On the left
side of Fig. 6 shows, the functional class denoted as type R,
which possibly contain other functional class typed as R3 .
The instance of R, F has function list L that composed of lowlevel functional class F A , F B , and FC . In the same manner,
functional class F A is composed of functional class F AX and
F AY .
Semantics. FR framed classes as functions to uses refinement of classes as a refinement of functions. We designed
this functional class by modeling composition of function
as a composition of recursively typed classes. As a result,
we can use classes in terms of a unit of reuse, composition,

4 For

functions composed in first or last position of list, type checking is
skipped for either Lp or L s which does not exist in the edge of list .
5 The implementation is written in prototype-based programming languages [65] JavaScript [1]. In JavaScript, a class is implicitly constructed by
defining a constructor function, hence this construction mechanism is not
related to the functional class design of FR.

3R

can be typed as primitive function. However in this exampl,e we assume
all R is typed as functional class.
8
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bound as member, which is extended and mutated upon refinement method invokes. Construction has one optional
argument, that take function list from another functional
class for function inheritance which will be discussed later.
Fig. 10 depicts add method for function extension. When
methods invoke, given Rд is pushed to the L in member variable this.store.list (Line 9) before setting the name (Line
10), which used as anchor of refinement later. If the function
is a typed as R, instead of a primitive function, duplicate
the L of Rд (Line 2-8), this allows independent refinement
of function by deleting the reference chain to previous L of
Rд . To set the M for Rд into host R, all current M of host R
is attached under the method anchor (such as newFunc in
R.newFunc.add) named Rд in host R (Line 12-15) and bound
this.store as a context of new M to direct refinement target into L of Rд in host R (Line 16). If a Rд is typed as of
R (Line 17), for each element in L in Rд , corresponding methods are attached into M of Rд , and set copy of L in execution
context (Line 18-26), like previous method dispatch, to direct
refinement target to L of Rд instead of host R.
As code depicts, the composition of functions and aspects
are made dynamically in runtime, and like function composition, the R can be composed of multiple, nested set of
other R. With this structure, similar to additive refinement
from function extension shrinking refinement is supported,
by simply remove or replace existing elements in L via M
which will be discussed in next part.
4.2

29
30
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Aspect Refinement in Functional Granularity

In Sec. 3.1.1 and 3.2.1, we have showed FR can support both
additive and shrinking type of refinement for refining functional aspect.
As we discussed In the previous section, function mutation essentially to modifying functional elements of the
list in functional class. For example, In Sec. 3.2.1, we have
showed the example of shrinking refinement, to dynamically
attach or detach queueSender and eventEmitter advice
with delete and prepend methods respect to the state message from the Queue and the Event. We also demonstrated
shrinking refinement of cflow pointcut in aspect PC by invoking update method for replacement.
In this part, we showed how various shrinking aspect
refinement in functional granularity is implemented based
on the functional class design presented in the previous part.
4.2.1

RF.prototype.before = function (fn, name) {
this.store._findAndUpdate(name, (index) => {
var elem = {name: fn.name, fn: fn};
this.store.list.splice(index, 0, elem);
});
return this; };
RF.prototype.map = function (wrapper, name) {
this.store._findAndUpdate(name, (index) => {
var oriFn = this.store.list[index];
var newFn = wrapper(oriFn.fn);
newFn.name = name;
this.store.list[index] = {
name : name,
fn: newFn
}; });
return this; };
RF.prototype.update = function (newFn) {
this._findAndUpdate(newFn.name, (index) => {
var elem = { name: newFn.name,
fn: newFn };
this.store.list[index] = elem;
});
return this; };
function Store (initLst) {
this.behaviors = Array.isArray(initLst) ? initLst :
[];
};
Store.prototype._findAndUpdate = (name, callback) => {
this.list.forEach((fn, index) => {
if (fn.name === name) { callback(index); }
}); };

Figure 11. Implementation of Function Refinement.

and information hiding to improve interoperability of functional mutation [18]. As a result, mutation can be taken not
just imperative and but programmatical manner. This possibly enables to use design patterns [39] like Factory or Proxy
for constructing and refining functions. Furthermore, we can
define custom refinement method by dispatching method
list.
Semantics. E-Mutates in Fig. 8 shows semantics of function mutation for update method which replaces R t into Rд
in L. To support refinement method for Rд , method list M is
updated. Functional exportation allows defining user-defined
mutation mechanism, using predefined advice typing, by
embedding advice composition mechanism as a thunk of
delayed evaluated function. As E-Exports shows semantics
of asAround, which is done by checking R t against L and
push Rд into the position of R t in L, after wrapping R t with
Rд denoted as λ. As left side of Fig. 6 shows, functional class

Indirect, Encapsulated Mutation

Design. In FR, functions are lazily composed when and
stored inside the list data structure. This enables FR to take
arbitrary method-based mutation at runtime. On the left side
of Fig. 6, < M > G F shows refinement methods for F , and
< M > F A shows refinement methods for F A which is composed in F . By concerning method as mutation, and functions
list as a state, method-based refinement offers encapsulation
9
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F has its own refinement methods in typed in M, which is
divided into general and specific refinement method. General methods denoted < M > G F to perform refinement in
absolute position, while specific methods denoted S Mtd. for
refining specified function, by prefixing name of aspect in
front of the method call like R.R t .update. As both R and store
are has-a relationship and tangled in as a single class, this
refinement relationship is preserved, after R F is composed
to another functional class. Lastly, In E-Dispatch, depict
semantics of custom refinement method that dispatching M
after checking naming conflict.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Implementation. Fig. 11 shows implementation of function mutation methods in FR 6 . For example, with Rд and
their name (Line 1) before method calls findAndUpdate.
findAndUpdate is internal method in this.store is that
returns index of target function R t (Line 28-31). Using that
index value, application of before advice done trivially by
inserting Rд before R t (Line 4), as the L is essentially array data structure, that can be constructed with other L in
a case of inheritance (Line 27-29). The implementation of
map and update takes similar to before, using the index,
wrapping (Line 10-16) or replacing(Line 21-23) Rд to L. With
functional class design, refining functional aspect is implemented by mutating items in an array.
4.3

15
16
17
18
19

Figure 12. Aspect composition and deployment in FR.

hierarchy. As E-Exec shows, by applying a R with given initial arguments arдs, iteration is performed by sequentially
invoking function elements in L. The invocation rule ExecIteration which shows, FR invoke function Ln (either typed
R or primitive), with arдs from the result of its previous function (Ln−1 ). The iteration ends when all elements in L are
traversed.
Implementation. The Fig. 12 depicts implementation of
function execution in R. The method first traverse L (Line 2).
For each function, hostFn, is normally applied with given
arguments args, if it is primitively typed or deferred function like Future or Promise [2] (Line 5 8). If hostFn is typed
as R (Line 10), Recursive application of exec are made for
hostFn (Line 14) to traverse and invoke new functional hierarchy in hostFn. In the application, setting L in the context ofhostFn is important for apply functions against L
of hostFn (Line 11-12). Fig. 13 depicts implementation of
function inheritance. Inheritance of host R is made by constructing new R with by with the copy of L (Line 2). Later,
standard and custom M is dispatched to new R (Line 10-4).

Vanilla Runtime Implementation

As Sec. 4 shows, unlike traditional HoA and AR mechanism,
FR does not require a compiler extension [23, 45, 64] or program transformation [63] in order to declare new syntax
or special operational mechanism but applying built-in languages features of FP and OOP in a novel way. Like FR, uses
of plain language promotes the applicability of external tooling as we discussed in Sec. 2. In this section, we introduce the
coarse-grained design of FR, functional hierarchies, which
enable inheritance and execution of the functional class to
implement AR within vanilla runtime mechanism.
4.4

RF.prototype.exec = async function exec (...input) {
for (fn of this.list) {
var hostFn = fn.fn;
if (hostFn !== null) {
if (typeof hostFn === 'function') {
result = hostFn.apply(null, input);
if (typeof result.then === 'function') {
input = await hostFn.apply(null, input);
} else { input = [result]; }
} else if (hostFn instanceof RF) {
var context = this;
context['list'] = hostFn;
try {
input = await hostFn.exec.apply(context,
input);
} catch (e) { throw e; } } }
if (!Array.isArray(input)) {
input = [input];
} }
return input; };

Functional Hierarchies

Design. Since FR adapt class mechanism, it naturally introduces inheritance hierarchy for functions by instantiating
child functional class from parental functional class. Such
hierarchical offer modularity benefit by inheritance. For instance, in Fig. 6, reusing commonaliites of functional class
F by inheriting body function < M > G f and List. After
inheritance, the function can be localized variabilities independently via function mutation.

5

Related Works

In this section, We describe related works to FR from the
area of extension-based AOP and runtime-based AOP for
JavaScript, and AOP for functional languages.
AOP Extensions for JavaScript. AOP extensions for
JavaScript approaches take into account preprocessing or
program transformation method in order to integrate aspect with the host language. AOJS [67] supports AOP with
proxy-based runtime weaving using practical pointcuts like
variable assignment.

Semantics. As E-Inherit in Fig. 8 shows, function inheritance instantiate M ′ and L ′, from M and L which is the independent copy of L and M. Execution of functional class also
done by traversing breadth-first search from the functional
6 We

omitted validation and name set up and other non-functional part for
space reason
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RF.prototype.new = function () {
var child = new RF(this.store.list.slice());
var props = Object.keys(RF.prototype).concat(Object.
keys(this));
props.forEach((trait) => {
if (RF.prototype[trait]) {
child[trait] = RF.prototype[trait]; }
if (this[trait] && trait !== 'store') {
child[trait] = this[trait]; }
});
return child;
};

Three language-based approach has its own design specialties, such as type systems, however difficult to consult
for AR in HoL.
Runtime AOP for JavaScript. For a runtime solution,
much of approaches took the the wrapper pattern [39] based
approach for AOP to functions and methods in JavaScript [5–
8, 10–12], by taking functions as arguments and adds pre- or
post-processing. While wrapping is the primitive mechanism
to augment behaviors of functions, by simply intercepting
argument and scope information, allowing dynamic functional construction in a higher-order manner. Runtime AOP
for JavaScript is simple and lightweight by using built-in
language features, and thus it can support dynamic AOP
in partial. However, it is not quantifiable and not refinable,
since composed functions are tangled.

Figure 13. Implementation of Function Inheritance.

Unlike AOJS, AsoectScript [63] support pointcut and advice in higher-order functions, AspectScript allows to define
and compose advice and pointcut just like normal function
composition, that is different from AOJS that uses statically
defined XML external specification which degrades the ability of quantification and reasoning about the program. AspectScript supports dynamic aspect deployments and aspect
propagation to fully tackle dynamic, HoA within JavaScript.
As these techniques rely on program transformation, inherently, aspect construction is only done at build time which
makes difficult to support dynamic aspect refinement and application to dynamic join point. Also, such a transformation
phase difficult to making static reasoning, without explicit
tooling support.

6

Discussion and Future Work

Higher-order functions are popular traits of modern programming languages, much used in the construction of modern software systems [20, 40, 55]. Due to the rising dynamic
web, mobile, and cyber-physical software systems built on
top of HoL, we revisit aspect-orientation and step-wise refinement in terms of HoL, to apply AOP and SWR as a method
to model and implement dynamic variabilities and requirements constructed from higher-order programs.
We present function refinement, a dynamically quantified AOP model for supporting fine-grained refinement over
higher-order functions and aspects. In FR, we model functions as a class with sequential compositionality that comprised with function list and set of methods to extends, inAOP for Functional Languages. AOP for HoL is discussed in the context of functional language, including Scheme [17],herit and mutates its functional elements to refine a function,
just like how we refining classes. We showed FR supports
Standard ML [53] and Caml [48].
arbitrary additive and shrinking types of higher-order aspect
AspectScheme [36] is a dynamically typed language. Like
refinement over dynamic join point at runtime. We explored
FR, pointcut and advice are normal functions, selected from
the implementation of FR with its underlying mechanism
an identity basis. FR covers all these features with dynamic
in both levels of operational semantics and implementation
refinement and join point.
codes. We draw correspondence and contributions of FR,
AspectML [34] not using function identify-based pointcut,
related to traditional AOP techniques by comparing against
instead uses function name and agruments types to match
three its design components that is recursive definition of a
functions in lexical scope. As discussed by AspectScript, relyfunctional class to support the basis of refinement, and indiing on functions name in first-class functions are error-prone.
rect, encapsulated mutation as a mechanism of refinement,
Like AspectScript, FR uses identity-based functional pointcut
and lastly, functional hierarchies to support inheritance for
in fine-grained composition, but in coarse-grained composireuse and localization of cross-cutting concerns.
tion, FR uses name-based on pattern matching, which needs
To improve conceptual and practical relevances, we are
to improved using identity-based later.
currently
working on FR with stateful and symmetric AOP
Aspectual Caml [50] is Caml extension for AOP with type
support,
developing
practical implementation with rich join
system integration, which currently FR does not study well.
point,
and
supporting
runtime type checker for composiDesigning aspect refinement based on types in HoL is imtional
safety.
portant as many HoL supports static typing. Aspectual Caml
Advanced AOP Support. Currently, aspects provided by
FR are stateless, to support implicit cross-cutting requirements for dynamic adaptive behaviors of modern software,
we are considering bringing stateful aspects [33] into functional aspect. As FR allows programmable refinements, which

supports pointcut matching over method name, which is similar to coarse-grained deployment in FR. Lastly, first-class
pointcut and can advice are anonymous functions, which
is not possible in FR, as refinement require to have named
advice and pointcut as an anchor.
11
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are related to the dynamic software product line [42], we
can further extend current asymmetric aspects concept, into
symmetric aspects [43] for using FR to generating or synthesizing features in runtime from specification.
Practical Implementation. We are currently working
on FR to provides more rich pointcut model and custom join
point [59]. In order to support AR into multiple and scattered
deployed aspects, remotely deployed aspects for refinement
in global namespace are useful. Lastly, we are working on
to provide more concrete implementation by tackling proposed features of FR, including support of deploy, compose
methods and context synchronization between functions,
which are implemented using primitive FR features but are
not included in our current stable release of implementation.
Compositional Verification. Currently, FR is designed
for dynamically typed JavaScript language, however many
higher-order languages have typed, even JavaScript can achieve
such enforcement using runtime type checking with thirdparty libraries [9, 14, 15]. As we discussed in Sec. 4, runtime
type checker for JavaScript function with function subtyping rule [56] potentially useful for type-safe refinement and
composition.
We showed that FR enables and offer the incremental refinement of higher-order functions and aspects, using builtin language features, to make functions have high reusability
and tolerance to dynamic variabilities. As functions are the
heart of higher-order languages, we believe enabling disciplined engineering for a function will flourish disciplined
engineering for higher-order languages onwards.
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Syntax and Evaluation Contexts
e ∈ Exp

E

=

e .add(e) | e .before(e) | e .after(e) | e .prepend(e) | e .update(e) | e .map(e) | e .around(e) | .bind(e) | e .delete(e)

|

e .assign(e) |e .asEntry() | e .asBefore() | e .asAfter() | e .new() | e .defineMethod(e) | e .exec(e) | e .catch(e)

=

E .add(e) | v .add(E) | E .before(e) | v .before(E) | E .after(e) | v .after(E)| E .prepend(e) | v .prepend(E) | E .update(e)

|

v .update | E .map(e) | v .map(E) | E .bind(e) | v .bind(E) | E .delete(e) | v .delete(E) | E .assign | v .assign(E)

|
|

E .exec(e) | v .exec(E) | E .catch(e) | v .catch(E)

E .asEntry() | E .asBefore() | E .asAfter() | E .asAround() | E .new() | E .defineMethod(e) | v .defineMethod(E)

Figure 14. Syntax and evaluation contexts of function refinement.

B

List of Refinement Methods
Table 2. Standard Method of Function Refinement

Refinement Types

Extends

Mutates

Method Name

Parameter : Result

Description

add

Function | <R> : this

prepend

Function | <R> : this

Prepend new subfunction

<R>.before

Function | <R> : this

Insert new subfunction before the target subfunction

<R>.after

Function | <R> : this

Insert new subfunction after the target subfunction

<R>.update

Function | <R> : this

Replace specified subfunction with new subfunction

<R>.map

(Function(Any) : Function) : this

Wrap target subfunction with new function

<R>.around

(Function(Any) : Function) : this

Alias of <R>.map

Append new subfunction

<R>.delete

: this

<R>.bind

Any : this

assign

Object<Function | <R>> : this

<R>.asEntry

: this

<R>.asBefore

Object

Export refinable function as a before advice

<R>.asAfter

Object

Export refinable function as a after advice

<R>.asAround

Object

Export refinable function as a around advice

<R>.exec

Any : this

<R>.catch

Function | <R> : this

defineMethod

defineMethod

String, Function | <R> : this

Inheritance

new

: this

Exports

Invokes

a

Delete specified subfunction to array
Bind function arguments
Update or remove indivudual subfunction with traits
Append new subfunction

Invoke refinable function
Catch invocation errors
Define custom refinement method
Create new instance of refinable function

The keyword this denotes local context of an object, returned for method chaining.
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